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ABSTRACT:
Over the last decade, a large number of digital documentation projects have demonstrated the potential of image-based modelling of heritageobjects in the context of documentation, conservation, and restoration. The inclusion of these emerging methods in the daily monitoring ofthe activities of a heritage restoration site (context in which hundreds of photographs per day can be acquired by multiple actors, inaccordance with several observation and analysis needs) raises new questions at the intersection of big data management, analysis, semanticenrichment, and more generally automatic structuring of this data. In this article we propose a data model developed around these questionsand identify the main challenges to overcome the problem of structuring massive collections of photographs through a review of theavailable literature on similarity metrics used to organise the pictures based on their content or metadata. This work is realized in the contextof the restoration site of the Notre-Dame de Paris cathedral that will be used as the main case study.

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, a large number of digital documentationprojects have demonstrated the potential of image-based modelling(photo modelling, photogrammetry, ...) of heritage objects in thecontext of documentation, conservation, and restoration. Theinclusion of these emerging methods in the daily monitoring of theactivities of a heritage restoration site (context in which hundredsof photographs per day can be acquired by multiple actors, inaccordance with several observation and analysis needs) raises newquestions at the intersection of big data management, analysis,semantic enrichment, and more generally automatic structuring ofthis data.Different methods are available to structure massive collections ofphotographs acquired in the aforementioned context. Thesemethods often rely on different types of data used to enrich thephotographs. Indeed, for the purpose of monitoring heritage sites,images are meaningful in more than one way: their visual contentis as relevant as the spatial, temporal, and semantic dimensionsexpressed through the joint use of heterogeneous forms ofmetadata. Thus, the structuring of such large photographiccollections implies the description, analysis, indexing, andclassification of the images based on all diverse enriching data.
1.1 Case Study: Notre-Dame de Paris
The experiments that will be conducted during this project willtake advantage of the massive collection of thousands of

photographs taken before and during the restoration of the Notre-Dame de Paris cathedral.Over several years, lots of pictures of the cathedral in various stateshave been taken by many different actors for diverse purposes.These photographs have been collected by the digital data workinggroup (one of the nine working groups of the restoration project)and made available to all the actors of the scientific action for therestoration of the cathedral. The monitoring of the site can benefitfrom the study of these images as they carry significant informationon the restoration process. For instance, after the fire, a lot of debrisfrom the roof structure and vaults collapsed to the ground. Toevaluate the damage and follow the clearance of spaces, severalacquisitions have been carried out. In particular, severalphotographs of the pallets used to classify and collect the debriswere taken, as shown on Figure 1. Knowing where and when thesepictures have been taken, as well as their semantic content (thedescription of the objects collected) is an essential information tofollow the life of the different debris from their discovery in thecathedral to their replacement or relocation. Therefore, thesephotographs are a direct and essential tool that will help therestoration process.To provide the different actors with an access to the images, thedigital data working group is setting up a complete digital platformfor managing the entire data life cycle within a collaborativeframework (https://www.notre-dame.science). This platformincludes software bricks (or tools) for the human-driven description
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(by metadata) and annotation of 2D images and related 3D models(such as a photogrammetric 3D reconstruction coming from theinitial photographs, or any 3D model acquired by other means anddirectly linked to the images).

Figure 1: Examples of pictures taken in the context of a restorationsite. Top: A pallet of debris (Claudine Loisel / LRMH) Bottom: Thedebris in the nave of the Notre-Dame cathedral (Aurélia Azéma /LRMH)© Chantier Scientifique Notre-Dame de Paris / Ministère de laCulture / CNRS

Restoring a building, would it be as major as this cathedral or not,is a long-term process during which many new data will beacquired. The resulting collection of enriched photographs is adynamic, ever-changing dataset: new pictures and new metadataare created every day.However, enriching, documenting, and exploring this massivedataset of thousands of pictures are time-consuming tasks that arestill mainly human-driven. An automatization of these tasks wouldnonetheless be possible through the structuring of the photographiccollection. Thus, man-led enrichment would lead to automaticclassification processes and ease the access to, and use of theinformation retained in the images and their metadata.
1.2 Aim and Structure
This paper aims to review the existing approaches that have beendeveloped to solve the complex problem of structuring massivecollections of photographs for the monitoring of restoration sites.First, a section on the data model will begin with an overview ofthe varied potential sources of data and data enrichment, availablein a restoration project. This will be followed by a presentation ofthe data model itself in the current state of knowledge. Afterwards,we will develop on the different dimensions involved in heritagesites monitoring and how similarity measures are used to analyseand structure photographic collections. Then a discussion will bepresented before a conclusion drawing on this review.

2. DATA MODEL
As explained above, for the structuring of massive collection ofphotographs, it is important to consider all heterogeneous data usedto enrich the images themselves. The potential sources of dataenrichment need to be identified in order to build the data modelthat will be the basis for future work.In this section, we first describe the data available within arestoration project, exemplified by the work of the scientific actionfor the reconstruction of the Notre-Dame cathedral. Then, wepresent a primary version of the data model, built with regards tothe data life cycle.
2.1 Data Life Cycle
Given the specific context of Cultural Heritage restoration sitesmonitoring, we define the data life cycle as the whole process thedata is going through, from its acquisition to its use and re-use(e.g., through analysis, validation, or data enrichment). In practice,the ‘information object’ (the information carrier) is enhanced withlayers of metadata associated through several methods, whethermanual or automated (Gilliland, 2016). In the following paragraphs,we will look at the different sources of information rather than theknowledge acquired from them. This means that, for instance, eventhough temporality might have different finalities based on theneeds, the focus will be put on the data itself (e.g., a time stamp inthe image metadata) rather than what it means for a given actor.For the structuring of photographic collections, the ‘informationobject’ to consider is the photograph. During their life cycle, manyactors are involved to refine and develop on the knowledge
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acquired beyond the observation of their plain visual aspects. Forany restoration project, tools are developed to ease the access andstorage of corpus of images : databases, thesauri and controlledvocabularies, 2D and 3D annotation tools, etc. Thus, the enrichmentdata can take various forms such as spatio-temporal or semanticmetadata, 3D models, etc.
Spatio-temporal metadata: Spatio-temporal content is usuallyadded in the metadata of the images at the very moment they aretaken. Thus, localisation and time of capture are embedded in theimage and can be directly accessed. However, it is also possiblethat the picture to analyse has been acquired through other means(e.g., digitisation of a physical photograph) and spatio-temporalmetadata might not be available. Thus, it is important toacknowledge the potential incompleteness of metadata, whetherspatio-temporal or not.
Semantic metadata: Semantic metadata usually incorporateannotations based on controlled vocabularies, which provide“standardized words and phrases used to refer to ideas, physicalcharacteristics, people, places, events, subject matter, and manyother concepts” (Harpring, 2010). Semantic tags can be added bydifferent actors whose roles, functions or areas of expertise willimpact their choice of word and result in a multi-disciplinarydescription of the image. This multi-layered vision has also animportant role in the structuring of the collection of photographs asany classification of the photographs is influenced by theprofessional who is looking for specific information within thecollection.
3D content: Modern data enrichment and structuring can also bedone through the association of photographs and 3D content suchas 3D models of the scene, enriched through various methods. Itcan take the form of point clouds which result fromphotogrammetric algorithms or 3D scanning (LiDAR), or ofdiverse 3D models of monuments or territories such as thoseprovided by mapping agencies. Generally, they are highlystructured and geolocalized, and then can serve as a commonground for structuring the photographic collections (Blettery et al,2021). They can be associated, or enriched later on, with reality-based 3D annotations, a hybrid type of annotation used to addinformation on both the 2D and the 3D content (Manuel et al.,2016). These 2D/3D annotations are another important source ofsemantic knowledge and could be interrogated to get moreinformation on the pictures, thanks to the continuous projectiverelationship established between the images and the 3D modelenabling the propagation of the information from 2D to 3D mediumand vice versa. Other techniques for point clouds exploration caninclude machine learning based ones (Poux et al., 2016).
Visual content: Beside the adjunction of metadata to the images,one of the main sources of information remains the image itself.The visual content of the photograph is of utmost importance asthe primary carrier of information. As a matter of fact, theproduction or rather acquisition of a photograph is primarily doneto save a spatio-temporal unit of visual information.

The automatic analysis of the visual content of an image is aproblem which has been widely studied since several decades, withmany varied applications such as pattern recognition, classification,image indexing and retrieval, photogrammetry, computer visionand robotics. They share the common objective of extracting fromthe image content an information that will allow its semanticinterpretation, its comparison with other contents (e.g. for 3Dreconstruction), its indexing in a collection or interlinking withother contents.
2.2 Data Model

Figure 2: An initial version of the Data Model representing thevarious links between the digital objects considered, whether 2- or 3-dimensional. CIDOC-CRM classes are in yellow and CRMdig ones inpurple. Letters a to d refer to the images provided as examples inFigure 3
Our data model is based on the CIDOC Conceptual ReferenceModel (CRM), a “formal ontology intended to facilitate theintegration, mediation and interchange of heterogeneous culturalheritage information and similar information from other domains”(Bekiari et al., 2021). It has been developed over two decades bythe International Committee for Documentation (CIDOC) of theInternational Council of Museums (ICOM). It became an ISOstandard in December 2006 and is in its latest version since April
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2021 (Bekiari et al., 2021). Its main focus was to allow exchangeand sharing of information within a harmonised framework.

Figure 3: Illustrations of the different Digital Objects presented in theData Model. From top to bottom: a. Image gallery of the photographiccollection (Sarah Tournon / Archeovision) b. Projection of spatiallyoriented and annotated picture onto the point cloud of the Notre-Damecathedral (Violette Abergel, Livio De Luca / MAP / Vassar College /SRA-DRAC / AGP / LRMH) c. 3D point cloud of the cathedral

(Violette Abergel / MAP / Vassar College) d. 2D/3D annotations ofthe alterations found on the vaults of the choir (Roxane Roussel /MAP)© Chantier Scientifique Notre-Dame de Paris / Ministère de laCulture / CNRS
The first versions of the CIDOC-CRM were built on an Entities-Relationships model until the CIDOC decided to adopt an object-oriented approach (Oldman, 2014). This resulted in the CIDOC-Conceptual Reference Model, easier to extend for specific use-cases. Subsequently, several extensions have been proposed – andadopted – to allow Cultural Heritage professionals to define morespecific entities and properties, in order to be more accurate for theparticular cases considered. Among the existing extensions of theCIDOC-CRM, we can cite for instance: CRMcr for theconservation and restoration domain (Bannour et al., 2018),CRMgeo dedicated to spatio-temporal contextualisation of the data(Migliorini, 2018; Nys et al., 2018), and CRMdig for digitalelements (Doerr et al., 2016). Each of these extensions expressesdifferent needs that occurred in different situations. They can thenbe used to build conceptual models that reflect the specificrequirements of any given situation in which the CIDOC-CRMwas not precise enough.As a major tool increasingly used by Cultural Heritageprofessionals and in order to follow a shared understanding ofinformation, we decided to use the generic CIDOC-CRM and itsdigital extension, CRMdig, to build our data model. These two setsof classes contained the most relevant entities to represent the dataidentified in the previous subsection. The resulting data model wepropose is represented in Figure 2. The CRMdig classes arecoloured in purple and the CIDOC-CRM ones in yellow.Based on the case study, we identified various sources ofinformation, both textual and visual, that were associated with theimages throughout their life cycle. Each of these information is theresult of an activity performed by a given actor on a specific (digitalor physical) object. The main distinction we made between thedigital objects derive from their dimensionality. On the left side arerepresented the acquisition and enrichment processes of 2D contentwhile 3D content production and annotation is on the right side.Both content are related to the same physical object. The letters ato d refer to the illustrations in Figure 3 used to exemplify thedifferent Digital Objects of the Data Model.

3. PHOTOGRAPHIC COLLECTIONS STRUCTURING
Structuring a massive collection of photographs is a problem thatfinds its roots in the difficult question of organising this data bysimilarities. Indeed, specific characteristics related to the imagescontent, or to their metadata can be identified and used to describeand compare pictures, which opens the way to other more advancedanalyses such as interpretation, indexing and reconstruction. Theresulting links between the elements compared together can thenbe represented within a network of relations: each image isrepresented by a graph node, whereas the edges depict the existenceof a similarity between nodes/images.But, as exposed in the previous section, structuring a collection ofphotographs for monitoring purposes implies various sources of
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information used to enrich the visual content of the pictures.Similarity thus becomes an equivocal term depending on a givencriterion used compare images along a specific dimension. Thesubsequent connections between the images would then berepresented in a multi-layered network of relations, allowing multi-criteria search and exploration.The spatio-temporal monitoring of Cultural Heritage restorationsites relies on three main dimensions: time, space, and semantics.Indeed, when restoring, spaces can quickly evolve. Taken atdifferent stages, the pictures can then serve as testimonies of howthe site looked like at a given moment, or where elements werelocated for a specific period of time and what they represent.In this section, we will review the literature dealing with similaritymetrics used to measure a ‘distance’ between images, along thethree aforementioned dimensions. Given the heterogeneity of theinformation brought during the data enrichment process, diversetechniques and methods will be considered, whether the data toevaluate is of a textual or visual nature.
3.1. Time
Time is one of the fundamental dimensions necessary to themonitoring of restoration sites. Knowing when objects have beenmoved or how a place has evolved during the process are ones ofthe many time-related tasks performed by the diverse actorsimplied in such a project.The temporal dimension is twofold: on one side, one photographrepresents a short unit of time, the precise moment it was taken,and on the other side, the joint study of several photographs allowa visualisation with a larger time span.Thus, temporal similarities between photographs can be studiedthrough both the metadata (e.g., a timestamp indicating the dateand time of the image capture) and the visual content of thepictures. Depending on the targeted objective, one ambition will beto develop tools that are sensitive to this criterion of time, or on thecontrary, invariant to it (e.g., connecting photographs of objectstaken at different time periods), which will have a deep impact onthe nature of the description techniques based on visual appearanceanalysis.
3.2. Space
Often related to temporal analyses, space is another importantaspect for the monitoring of a restoration site. Similarly to thetemporal dimension, two aspects of space are equally meaningful:on one hand, it is interesting to know where the cameras werelocated when used to take the pictures, and on the other hand, thevisual content of the images depicts items that are potentiallymoveable and which moves need to be registered (see Figure 1 foran example of moveable elements).Among topical applications of automatic analysis of an imagevisual content, we can mention the problem of visual-basedlocalization whose objective is to geolocalize the content (or thecamera), which is usually processed in an unsupervised way withcontent-based image retrieval tools (Pion et al, 2020) (Blettery etal, 2021). Other techniques include spatial reasoning based oncomputer vision and description logic (Hudelot et al., 2014).

Another significant spatial information source comes from thestrong connection between 2D and 3D content we highlighted inour data model. Spatial information can be transferred from onemedium to the other or presented simultaneously in immersivehybrid viewers or web platforms (Stefani et al., 2013; Paiz-Reyes,2019). Figure 4 illustrates a projection of a spatially orientedpicture onto a point cloud of the Notre-Dame cathedral andvisualised in a 3D viewer. This type of projection within a 3Denvironment gives a better understanding of the spatialization ofthe pictures.

Figure 4: Projection of a spatially oriented photograph onto the pointcloud of the Notre-Dame de Paris cathedral displayed within the 3Dviewer developed by the MAP laboratory as part of the scientificaction for the reconstruction of the Notre-Dame de Paris cathedral.(Violette Abergel, Livio De Luca)© Violette Abergel / Livio de Luca / MAP / STI / SRA-DRAC / ElMustapha Mouaddib / MIS / Université de Picardie-Jules Verne /Chantier Scientifique Notre-Dame de Paris / Ministère de la Culture /CNRS – 2021
Spatial proximity between images is a more complex problem thanthe mere comparison of devices’ localizations and both the cameraand depicted objects’ localizations need to be acknowledged.
3.3. Semantic aspect
As explained before, semantic metadata usually take the form ofterms chosen among a list defining a controlled vocabulary, an“organized arrangement of words and phrases used to index contentand/or to retrieve content through browsing or searching”(Harpring, 2010). An example of hierarchical controlled vocabularyis given in Figure 5 with a section of the tree structured thesaurusused for the Notre-Dame restoration project; each of these termsmight be associated with any image of the dataset. This semanticinformation can be used for exploration and retrieval purposes, buthere we focus on measuring the similarity between images basedon the proximity of the terms used to describe the pictures tocompare. One way to build such semantic metrics is to measurethis proximity between words based on shared information content(taxonomic links expressed through structured hierarchical graphs)and probability estimates (Resnik, 1999).However, the semantic description of a picture can include severalsuch term-based annotations, but also numerical properties. Thismulti-property semantic characterization may take the form ofRDF semantic graphs, where each object (picture) is a graph node
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and its properties are oriented graph edges starting from that node.Measuring the semantic similarity between pictures in this contextcomes down to measure the similarity between the correspondingnodes and their neighbourhood in the semantic graph. This kind ofgraph similarity metrics is used e.g. for graph querying (De Virgilioet al., 2013), where one measures the similarity between a smallquery graph and parts of the a larger RDF graph (representing thedataset on which the query is executed) by looking for the portionsof the larger graph most similar to the query. Similar metrics areused in the field of ontology matching (Shvaiko and Euzenat, 2013;Liu et al., 2021), where the aim is to handle the problem of semanticheterogeneity, by finding relations between entities from distinctontologies that share a similar description. Another possibility toassess the similarity of semantic graph nodes is to use graphembeddings (Trisedya et al., 2019) that map graph nodes intopoints in a high dimensional metric space, and measure nodesimilarity through the distance between the corresponding points.

Figure 5: A fragment of the Notre-Dame thesaurus tree structure,built by the digital data working group, encoded in SKOS viaOpenTheso, a thesaurus manager.© Miled Rousset / MOM / Isabelle Cao / MAP / Denis Hayot /PLEMO 3D / SKOS Play / SPARNA / Chantier Scientifique Notre-Dame de Paris / Ministère de la Culture / CNRS – 2021

Although presented as separate “entities”, time, space, andsemantics can be studied separately or jointly, depending on theneeds. There also exist common lower level processing bricksallowing to extract information along these axes. For instance,visual content analysis can be considered as a low-level processingthanks to which new temporal, spatial or semantic knowledge iscreated, in particular when metadata are lacking on a particularaspect. Literature on the automatic description of visual contentsand their comparison (visual similarity) is very large, with several

surveys focusing either on recent powerful approaches based ondeep learning (Ma et al., 2021) or on the exploitation of otheravailable modalities to improve description and matching (Piascoet al., 2018). Among the remaining challenges in this area,specialized or heritage iconography datasets are obviously under-represented in the multiple datasets exploited with deep-baseddescriptions, conducing to the development of the few-shotlearning branch, which focuses on the learning of descriptionsusing a limited number of annotated data (Wang et al., 2020).Figure 6 illustrates the problem of the visual description, matchingand indexing of heritage iconography of landscapes withapplication to their interlinking and geolocalization. Here thedescription learnt allows to focus on the spatial axis by retrievingsimilar locations, while omitting the temporal axis by retrievingimages at different time periods.

Figure 6: Example of content-based image interlinking acrosscollections exploiting visual similarity, dedicated to the retrieval oflocation instances at different time periods, here Marseille’s port(France) (Gominski et al, 2021)Image by courtesy of Alegoria project: https://www.alegoria-project.fr

4. DISCUSSION
The project we present here intends to address the complex issueof automatic structuring of photographic collections, with regardsto the temporal, spatial and semantic dimensions of such pictures.As a central element to perform indexing and classification tasks,the structuring of photographic collections will allow a betterhandling and valorization of these collections for the many actorswho use these pictures as an extensive source of knowledge.With a direct application to the scientific action for the restorationof the Notre-Dame de Paris cathedral, this project will deal withthe complex and constantly evolving database of several thousandsof pictures. Thus, the data model we presented here has been basedon the data and tools available for this precise restoration project.Nonetheless, the methodological approach that we will develop isexpected to be reproducible and general enough to be of use forother heritage restoration projects.To perform corpus exploration, we aim to build a multi-layerednetwork representing the links between the images, based on theirsimilarities in terms of space, time and semantics. We have definedthese three aspects as the main characteristics used for restorationsite monitoring ; they can be expressed in several criteria
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representing in a multidimensional way the similarities betweenthe photographs. To build this graph, we aim to define multi-criteria similarity metrics.Perspectives of our work include higher-level tasks performed onthe graph, such as multi-criteria search, content retrieval, orpropagation of data annotations from picture to picture.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Following the advent of new digital techniques such as AI-basedimage structuring , image-based modelling, and other computervision-related techniques, cultural heritage projects have beenproducing an increasing number of pictures taken daily that can beused to follow-up the monitoring of restoration processes.This paper presents the first results and the work that will beconducted towards an automatic structuring of those collections ofphotographic images, with a direct application to the restoration ofthe Notre-Dame de Paris cathedral. These results include an initialinventory of the main types of image enriching content. Thisinventory has been based on the tools available for the Notre-Dameproject with regards to the data life cycle that each image is goingthrough, from its acquisition to its use and re-use by the differentactors of the project. The current literature on similarity measuretechniques, in accordance with temporal, spatial and semanticdimensions, has also been reviewed.Only preliminary work has been presented here and will beexpanded in a near future. Future work include a better definitionof the data model which will become the source material for thedevelopment of a methodological approach to content-based imagecomparison. This methodology will consider the spatial, temporal,and semantic dimensions involved in the life cycle of thesephotographs, which have been defined as the main aspects formonitoring the restoration process. This should be translated by thecreation of similarity metrics used to build a multi-layered networkof relations representing the connections between the images.Thereupon, this network might be used to perform automatic high-level tasks, useful to the many actors involved with thephotographic images acquired during the restoration process.
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